271 PRG Procedures and Findings
While the PRG analyses differ in their details from those of CEIS, .he basic strategy was the same. PRG used the NLS youth sample to (1) .dentify all participants in government employment and training pro-rams, (2) construct a comparison group of nonparticipants, and (3) »stimate a model for the outcome variables of interest. The PRG malysis of the NLS data base differs from CEIS's in its use of a wider •ange of outcome measures (including earnings, employment, educational, tnd marital outcomes) and a somewhat different strategy for constructing i comparison group of nonparticipants.
PRG used what it described äs a "stratified random sampling >rocedure" to select the comparison group, but the description of this »rocedure is unclear in some respects. The authors' (Moeller et al., .983:E-1) "overview" of the procedure is stated äs follows:7
Both the CEIS (1982) and Westat (1980) studies . . . adopted a "match" procedure for selecting a control group (hereafter referred to äs the CGRP). We instead chose to use a stratified random sampling procedure for its computational advantciges and sound statistical approach to selecting the CGRP sample, in combination with a reasonably complete control variable specification in the outcome regressions, weights for the two samples to equate the number of participant and comparison group members within each stratification cell, and a selectivity bias correction for "unmeasured" differences between the participant and CGRP members, we did not judge the additional computational bürden of a match procedure to be warranted.
Ct appears that this procedure involved the construction of a synthetic rariable representing the socioeconomic Status (SES) of the respondent ind then cross-classifying participants and nonparticipants by SES, 5ex, race, local unemployment rate, region. Prior to the cross-:lassification, each of these variables was dichotomized (e.g., local memployment: 0-5 percent versus 6 percent or more), except for region, </hich had four categories. Nonparticipants were then selected at random from within the resulting 128 cells with the probability of
'This text is an accurate reproduction of the PRG Statement (the original is also garbled).  it should be noted, too, that the 'selectivity bias correction" analysis was not included in the PRG report, and according to Statements elsewhere in the report these malyses were not performed.

